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In recent times the film industry is always on the lookout to remind us that love can come at any
age, not just for Romeo and Juliet aged starcrossed lovers but for everyone. "Love Is All You Need
" plays the same fiddle. Starring a heavier and certainly antiJames Bond manwench is Pierce
Brosnan who leaves Copenhagen to attend his son’s wedding in Italy, but not before he gets literally
crashed into by hairdresser Ida, played by a charming Trine Dyrholm. She happens to also be heading
to Italy, but for her daughter’s wedding. It’s a serendipitous coincidence for the both of them that
then allows for this little story to churn along.
Director gently and lovingly by Oscar winning Susanne Bier known for her films "Brothers," "After the
wedding" and "In a better world" (for which she won the Academy Award).
The special features on the disc include commentary with the actor Pierce Brosnan and director
Susanne Bier, Cast Interviews from the Venice Film Festival and a behindthescenes segment with
actor Trine Dyrholm.
The film, corny and at times silly, does eventually polish to a shiny moment where love prevails. Even
when love has lied, near killed and bored you to death, it manages to glisten just enough for you to
believe in it.
www.edgenewyork.com/entertainment/movies/reviews/dvd_reviews/148822/love_is_all_you_need
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"Love Is All You Need"
Bluray disc
$12.99
http://sonyclassics.com/loveisallyouneed/

Popular Stories in Entertainment
Portraits by Bob Dylan on
Display in London
Aug 30

New pastel portraits by singer Bob Dylan were
shown for the first time at the National
Portrait Gallery in London on Saturday. The 12
new works in the "Bob Dylan Face Value" exhibition
represent the latest portrait studies from the legendary
sin...

More Details On HBO’s ’Looking’
By Jason St. Amand | Sep 5

HBO’s new gaythemed dramedy "Looking"
will feature out British actor Russell Tovey,
who plays "an accomplished video game
wunderkind who has achieved financial and
critical success at a young age."

Talley’s Folly
By Jonathan Leaf | Mar 6

Lanford Wilson’s comedydrama starring
Danny Burstein and Sarah Paulson is winning,
making the grade at the Laura Pels Theatre.

Daniel Scheffler is a writer who spends his time in New York, Cape Town and India. Follow him on Twitter
@danielscheffler
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